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A TALE ABOUT THE ADVENTURES OF THE CEASELESSLY ENTERPRISING INMATE MANIKATOV OR THE FIRM RESOLVE TO 

COUNTER AND PUNISH CRIME 

Rosen Bosev, 23 May 2012 

The tragicomic events that unfolded in the aftermath of the disappearance of the so-called Galevi 

Brothers caused a trite old saying to be reworded to ‘We sentence them they let them go’ (the ‘we’ being 

the court and ‘they’ being the prosecution service and the police). And whilst the prosecution service 

and the police are attempting to discover the whereabouts of the duo that absconded from justice in 

order to supply them with accommodation vouchers for the low-security prison in Samoranovo (which 

rumour has it was specially renovated to welcome the distinguished pair of freshly convicted inmates), 

nobody asked whether the master crooks would really be placed in isolation even if the authorities have 

a lucky break and actually lay their hands on them. The more important question being, will detention 

put paid to their endlessly enterprising criminal schemes?  

The odds of failure are indeed great. At least this is the natural conclusion that springs to mind if one is 

to take a closer look at the story Vasil Manikatov – one of the ‘Dupnitsa Brothers’ gang, currently serving 

an effective prison sentence. The tale paints a disturbing picture of correctional facilities failing to instill 

fear in the criminal mind but instead providing ample opportunity to commit further crimes – a process 

naturally aided and abetted by the government.  

 The Investigation 

In the summer of 2007, two prison guards searched the cell of then 48 years-old Vasil Manikatov serving 

an effective sentence at the Sofia Central Prison. He had been convicted and sentenced to nine years of 

imprisonment for drug distribution. Three mobile phones were discovered in his prison cell. At the same 

time, a black Toyota pulled over in the lay-by of Maria-Louisa Boulevard across from the Princess Hotel. 

The rotund male in the driver’s seat was Peter Stoichkov, a long-time friend of Manikatov. Literally 

seconds later, another person carrying a black bag approached the car.  

He opened the door and threw the bag on the passenger seat. The Toyota drove off immediately. 

Neither the stranger nor Stoichkov were aware that the area was staked out by half a dozen officers of 

Directorate-General Organised Crime. Seconds later the driver was forced out of the car and onto the 

ground face down. A kilo of heroin was found in the vehicle. A day later Vasil Manikatov would be 

charged with setting up and leading an organised criminal group for heroine distribution from his prison 

cell. The other members of the group were Peter Stoichkov and his neighbour Phillip Krastev who was in 

charge of repacking and mixing the drug. At the time, Manikatov was serving an effective nine-year 

sentence for drug distribution at the Sofia Central Prison. 

During the subsequent trial the court ascertained that Vasil Manikatov had arranged the retail price of 

heroine in telephone conversations with street peddlers from his prison cell. Prior to committing to a 
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deal he would send an associate on a scouting mission that typically involved obtaining a sample so that 

the quality of the drug could be verified. Following handover, Manikatov issued instructions to his 

associates whether the drug was to be processed, diluted, cut etc.  

He then personally arranged its smuggling and sale in Greece. A mule would cross the border carrying 

the drug and leave it at a prearranged location – typically a road sign along the motorways to 

Thessaloniki, Asprovalta, Serres, Xanthi or Kavala. Payment followed after receipt was confirmed. Cash 

collection trips were usually made by Manikatov’s closest associate (Peter Stoichkov) who would meet 

his Greek “partners” in eateries and garages along the road. On a few occasions money was remitted by 

Western Union or bank transfers.  

No charges relating to the transportation of drugs from Sandanski to Greece were included in the bill of 

indictment. Although the facts of the case – ascertained on the basis of evidence collected by wire 

tapping were abundantly clear – they were first mentioned in the motives to the sentencing ruling of the 

court.  

The bench chaired by Judge Miroslava Todorova sentenced the three defendants to imprisonment 

(Manikatov received an eight years in prison). In the motives to the sentencing ruling, the court clearly 

states that the bill of indictment remains silent on a number of offences, which the defendants had 

committed for which they were not indicted. The motives also set out a detailed description of a series 

of drug-related offences Vasil Manikatov committed whilst in prison, including the smuggling of drugs 

into Greece and the involvement of third parties against who no charged had been brought. Manikatov 

could not be effectively sentenced for the offences concerned because the prosecution service had failed 

to indict him on several significant charges. However, information about them was available to the law 

enforcement services. Amongst other things, this also means that information about the profits 

Manikatov received from the crimes was also available and could have been used as evidence in court. 

Five-star prison and a cushy job 

It is hardly necessary to point out that the worst transgression for a convict is committing another crime 

in prison. Whilst Manikatov’s telephone was wire-tapped and the authorities watched his actions the 

terms upon which he was serving his sentence were changed from strict to general. The key difference 

between the two is that whilst serving a prison sentence under a “strict regime” an inmate can only work 

within the prison compound. Once upgraded to a “general regime of imprisonment” prisoners are 

allowed to work outside the perimeter of the penitentiary facility. Decisions are made by a committee 

comprising the warden, their deputies, a judge, prosecutor, a probation officer and a psychologist. It is 

only fair to point out that at the time of the upgrade no charges had yet been brought against Manikatov 

and that his conduct was merely under observation. However, a prosecutor from the Sofia Prosecution 

Service also sat on the committee (their identity could not be verified as according to the SPC many years 

had passed and no records were available).  

After the organised criminal group was busted and the three mobile phones removed from Manikatov’s 

prison cell the terms upon which he continued to serve his sentence were further “liberalised”. Three 

months after charges were brought against him, he was transferred to the low-security prison in 



Kazichane. By law the upgrade is a reward for “good conduct” – a requirement Manikatov manifestly did 

not satisfy being somewhat short of a model inmate. How the regime under which he was to serve the 

remainder of his sentence was upgraded given that he had committed another criminal offence from 

prison remains an open question. The investigation was led by the Metropolitan Prosecution Service 

(SGS), which had a member on the board of the committee that approved the transfer. Directorate-

General Execution of Penalties shied away from giving a straight answer to the question whether 

Manikatov’s transfer was appropriate and whether a check into the circumstances of the case had been 

conducted. Instead a long list of stipulations laid down in law was recited.  

According to the information about Manikatov’s imprisonment received from the warden of Kazichane 

prison “in his dealings and relations with the prison administration Manikatov is reserved and compliant” 

and that “he consistently demonstrates a high aptitude and readiness to serve the remainder of the 

sentence under the lighter regime to which he has been upgraded”. Whatever this means. Once moved 

to the low-security penitentiary facility in Kazichane, Vasil Manikatov was allowed to work on sites 

outsides the prison compound without delay. This effectively means that he was only taken back to 

prison for the night only whilst spending the entire day working outside. And this is not where it all ends. 

Vasil Manikatov, after charges of drug distribution from his prison cell where he was serving a sentence 

for the same crime had already been brought against him, somehow succeeded in obtaining approval 

from the Directorate-General Execution of Penalties to also be collected from and taken back to prison 

on a daily basis by no other person than his girlfriend Anelia. The drug lord worked for the company Niko 

Commerce where, according to his own testimony, he was in charge of ensuring mineral water 

dispensers were continually replenished. In a later statement he would admit that “following the 

upgrade to a lighter regime of imprisonment I started going to a gym in Simeonovsko Shosse Boulevard 

along with Ivaylo and my then employer” with whom he was on first-name terms.  

Yes, this too is apparently possible. According to the procedure laid down by law a company that wishes 

to hire prisoners signs a contract with the Directorate-General Execution of Penalties, which in turn 

supplies the workforce from inmate population. How Manikatov and his wife were chosen to be amongst 

the few selected 1 100 prisoners is yet another open question.  

“Prisons mirror society only on a smaller scale. There’s everything in it, including people from all walks in 

life – top honchos, those serving sentences for corruption, marginalised types, machos and weaklings”, 

Kalin, an inmate who served a sentence at the same time Manikatov did and whose name has been 

changed explains. He recalls seeing a big, shiny car that came to collect and return Manikatov to prison 

each day. “It’s only a matter of connections. In principle, convicts serving sentences for drug peddling are 

not allowed to leave the compound because of recurring incidents and a few slipping into their old 

habits”, he adds. According to him all it takes is to be able to “rely” on support from the right party and 

forget the committee’s decision. No one dares stand in your way”. According to the latest available 

records of Sofia prisons (Sofia, Kazichane and Kremikovtsi) approximately 25% of the inmate population 

works. And whilst some wield brooms in the street or maintain boiler rooms, others spend their time 

engaged in invigorating workouts with their “employers”. Work counts to each and every prisoner as two 

days count as three days of an effectively served sentence.  



More miraculous happenings 

In November the Managing Director of Niko Commerce called the prison administration to let it know 

that Manikatov had gone to the bathroom from where he failed to return. According to the testimony of 

Manikatov and his girlfriend she had collected him from work; together, they had gone to collect their 

daughter from school; the three had then driven home for a change of clothes with Manikatov waiting in 

the car. At precisely that moment a dark-colour vehicle with a blue flashing light appeared. Several 

people jumped out and started shouting: “Police!” This is the prisoner’s account of his kidnapping by the 

gang nicknamed The Impudent, which the court of first instance gave credence to. He spent eleven days 

in captivity to be released against a ransom of 241 thousand EUR, which again according to Manikatov’s 

testimony, was to be borrowed from acquaintances (the Galevi Brothers).  

After the ransom was paid the drug lord was thrown out of a car and left in Simeonovsko Shosse 

Boulevard. He then called Yordan Kostov, his case officer in prison. On the following morning Kostov 

drove him back to the Kazichane prison.  

This must be the first case in recorded history in which a prisoner was abducted as opposed to being 

rescued from abduction (with or without helicopters cruising at low altitude). More precisely, Manikatov 

was kidnapped because he openly paraded with his status in prison (by his own admission two members 

of the Impudent Gang with whom he was serving time in prison used to openly question him about how 

much money he had). The motives to the latest sentencing ruling make it clear that the authorities were 

clearly aware that Manikatov was smuggling drugs into Greece and receiving money for it. Last but not 

least, he was kidnapped because he was out in the street with his wife instead of being in prison where 

he belonged.  

The prison administration transferred Manikatov back to the Sofia Central Prison and subsequently to 

the Bobov Dol Prison only after his release from captivity.  

Dimitar Bongalov, former Deputy Minister of Justice, recalls that whilst in office he started revoking the 

decisions of the committees responsible for appraising and changing the terms upon which convicts 

served prison sentences. “A risk assessment is a must in all cases – the only objective and reliable 

criterion is a psychological test. I revoked all decisions of the committee, which were not based on 

psychological appraisal”. He declined to comment on Manikatov’s case claiming that he was not familiar 

with the facts of the case but expressed dismay as to how a prisoner could be upgraded to a lighter 

regime whilst under investigation.  

Vasil Manikatov is currently serving a nine-year prison sentence now reduced to six years as according to 

official records he has worked for 1 400 days counting as 700 days of the effective sentence he received.  

If you follow reports of criminal offences Vasil Manikatov’s name will ring a bell. The Home Affairs 

Minister Tsvetan Tsvetanov used it to antagonize society against Miroslava Todorova, the chairperson of 

the Bulgarian Judges Association, who according to him was among his most fervent critics. She allegedly 

delayed the motives accompanying the ruling by which she sentenced Manikatov to eight years 

imprisonment thereby causing a delay in the execution of the penalty. Again according to the minister 



this literally means that the judge literally aided organised crime. Tsvetan Tsvetanov is right about one 

thing though – Manikatov’s story is indeed a telling example. However, it is not an example of corruption 

in the judiciary. Instead, it amply demonstrates how instead of isolating convicts from society, for a 

handful of privileged inmates prison becomes an environment that nurtures further criminality that is 

tacitly condoned by the government.  

Exploiting Manikatov’s story to score points against the court is dangerously irresponsible because it 

creates confrontation between a convict and a judge who in the motives to her sentencing ruling has 

painstakingly detailed more criminal offences committed by the defendant than those the prosecution 

service included in the bill of indictment.  

Minister Tsvetanov’s verbal attack rather succeeded in creating an impression that Judge Todorova had 

showed lenience towards Manikatov although in her public statement for the media she clearly said that 

she could not have been aware that Manikatov was not under lock and key as he did not satisfy the 

conditions for early release. 

According to the Penal Code imprisonment serves to achieve two goals: (a) reform the convict; and (b) 

prevent them from committing further crimes. Neither happened in Manikatov’s case but no blame 

attaches to the court for the situation that ensued.  


